Description
Prevents hydro tappet noise. Lubrication holes and ducts in the oil circuit are cleaned. Promotes the accurate function of the hydraulic lifters and reduces wear.

- damps hydraulic tappet noise
- cleans valve bores
- improves the lubrication properties of the oil

Properties
- damps hydraulic tappet noise
- cleans valve bores
- improves the lubrication properties of the oil
- tested for turbochargers and catalytic converters

Technical data
Color / appearance: hellbraun / light brown
Appearance / properties: viskose Flüssigkeit / viscous liquid
Density at 68 °F: 0,887 g/cm³
Form: flüssig / liquid
Odor: charakteristisch / characteristic
Viscosity at 68 °F: 1100 mPas

Areas of application
For all gasoline and diesel engines. Can be mixed with all commercially available motor oils.

Application
One 300 ml can of Liqui Moly hydraulic tappet additive is sufficient for up to 6 liters (1.5 gal.) motor oil. The product can be added at any time. After adding, run the engine until warm. For a lasting effect, Liqui Moly Hydraulic tappet additive must be added after each oil change.

Comment
Not suitable for use on motorbikes with wet clutches.